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masses and to overlook the importance of habituating them
to the tasks of self-government.
From the point of view of rural welfare, we know that
it is essentially important that there should be efficient
local bodies through which the advantages of irrigation,
forest co-operative organization, education and other bene-
volent activities of the State Departments may reach the
rural population. The formation of irrigation and forest
panchayats in certain Provinces indicates the way of training
the cultivator in collective action. The Royal Commission
on Indian Agriculture held the view that by encouraging
the panchayat system, it would be possible to develop
communal management of affairs that concern the village,
and heartily welcomed the foundation of a Local Self-
Governrnent Institute in Bombay.
No time should therefore be lost in searching the root-
causes of chaos and confusion that now prevail in the
machinery of local self-government throughout India.
The authors of the Montagu-Chclmsford Report observed :
" Responsible institutions will not be stably rooted until
they become broad-based, and far-sighted Indian politicians
will find no field into which their energies can be more
profitably thrown than in developing the boroughs and
communes of their country/' But the subject of local
self-government received no serious consideration in the
discussions and debates of the Round Table Conferences.
The Joint Select Committee left this matter with a short
paragraph, in which they just alluded to the importance
of developing local self-governing institutions and ob-
served : " It is thus that the great mass of the Indian
peasantry, constituting a vast majority of the people, whose
welfare has been constantly in our minds during the whole
course of our discussions, can be trained in those qualities
of responsible citizenship which may hereafter entitle them
to the full provincial franchise* These (i*e* the problems
relating to the development of local self-governing institu-
tions) are matters upon which Indians must form their

